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FIGURES
Figure 1,	 Outline of the X-ray detector, FWHM of the detector with
this shield configuration is —22degrees,
Figure 2,	 Relative light collection efficiency in the liquid scintillator
chamber, P- a function of distance vertical l y above the
phototube	 .e, for several angles around the periphery
of the chaunoer using only one phototube, Also shown is the
response expected for three such tubes, spaced symmetrically
around the periphery of the chamber,
Figure 3,	 Block diagram of the flight electronics,
Figure 4,	 The X-ray attenuation and absorption coefficients for
various processes in Nal(TI)• From Evans, R,, The Atomic
Nuc^ leus (McGraw=Hill, 1955).
Figure 5,	 The X-ray spectrum of Cd 109 (22, 88 Kev) as seen by the flight
crystal and photomultiplier system, Pulse height analysis
by a 200 channel multichannel analyzer.
Figure 6,	 The X-ray spectrum of Cd 109 as viewed by the flight electronics
using the flight crystal and photomultiplier tube The peak
in channels 2 and 3 corresponds to 22 Kev, that centered in
channel 8 to 88 Kev, Channel width is approximately 11,7 Kev,
Figure 7,	 The angular response of the detector-shield configuration
at 22, 88 and 130 Kev,
Figure 8,	 Averaged counting rates for two energy channels for the period
of observation of the four sources, Shown at the bottom of the
figure are the Eff(t) curves for the four sources.
Figure 9,	 A map of the Cygnus region showing the locations of the four
sources; superimposed is the FWHM of the angular response
of the experiment. The dotted circle represents the locus
of the central axis of the te'escope due to rotation by the
line twister, As time increases, the detector moves across
the map from left to right,
Figure 10, A scattergram of detector counting rate R(t) versus the
efficiency Eff(t) of the detector, The vertical error bars
constitute a standard deviation for the approximately
100 events represented by each data point.,
Figure 11, Convergence of the weighted least squares fit as a function of
the number of iterations, The rate of convergence was not
significantly affected by the signal to noise ratio of the
particular channel, The "AX + B" fits and "AX + known
background" fits converged at comparable rates,
1v
Figure 12, Background counting rates for several energy channels. The
dotted lines bridging the interval where no background rates
are available represent the "interpolated` background value
used to compute the flux from Cygnus X-1; the single data
points near the middle of theinterval represent the backgroun
calculated via a weighted least squares fit, Transit for
Cygnus X-1 occurred at 1112 hours UT, near the center of the
interval.
Figure 13, The spectrifi; of ;ygnus x-1 as measured at the detector.
Figure 14, The angular distribution for photons scattered o ,-t eiect.rons
by the Compton procesl; Curves shown are for a ,. -1, and
a-,4, where a=hvoj C , thus for 50 and 200 kev, The radial
distance is proportional to the probability per unit solid
angle that the photon will scatter at a given an^1e9
Figure 15, The photon spectrum of Cygnus X-1 extrapolated to the top of
the atmosphere, as measured by this experiment. The horizontal
error bars represent the width of the energy channel- vertical
error bars are principally due to the uncertainty in the
background rate and are conservatively equivalent to i stindard
deviation-
Figure 16, The photon spectrum of Cygnus X-1, extrapolated to the top of
the atmosphere, as measured by this experiment and by other
workers
Figure 11a, The energy spectrum of Cygnus X-1 extrapolated to the top of
the atmosphere, as measured by this experiment,
Figure 17b, The energy spectrum of Cygnus X-1 extrapolated to the top of
the atmosphere, as measured by this ex periment and by other
WorKers,
Figure 18, Fluxes measured !or i.:ygnus by various worKers, in several
energy intervals;
Figure 19, The spectrum of Cyanus X -2/X-4 extrapolated to the top of the
atmosphere as measured by this experiment and by other workers.
Figure 20, The spectrum of Cygnus X-2/X-4 shown over an extended energy
range to include flux from the optical counterpart of X-2^
Two possible exponential fits are shown.
Figure 21, The flux of Cygnus X-1/X-3 as measured at the detector as a
function of time, assuming that all flux comes from X-1:,
Error bars shown represent the uncertainty due to the background
rate.
vFigure 22. The spectrum of Cy gnus X-3, extrapolated to the top of
atmosphere as measured by this detector and by other ,iorkers.
Figure 23. The countinn rate for a representative low energy channel as
a function of pressure durin g the ascent of the balloon. The
counting rate above 10 mb is assumed to be principall y duc
to the atmospheric background, and the line fitted to the date,
between 10 and 40 mb is used to extra polate the "atmosnheric"
countinn rate t4 lower pressures, after the technique of
Bleeker et al.	 The extra-terrestrial contribution is
represented by the arrows.
Figure 24. The photon spectrum of the diffuse extra-terrestrial X-ray
flux, as measured by this experiment and by other workers,
Figure 25. The energy s pectrum of Cygnus X-1 shown over an extended
ranee of energies.
Fi gure 26. The photon spectrum of the diffuse extra-terrestrial X-rav
flux shown over an extended range of energies.
Figure 27, Vector diagram for calculation of the an gle between two
celestial directions given the azimuth and altitude of
each vector.
I.	 INTRODUCTION
Localized celestial sources of X-rays were first discovered by
Giacconi et al l during a rocket flight in 1963 to search for X-rays fron
the moon, and confirmation was obtained on later flights. Clark 2 in 1964
observed significant increases in his balloon borne X-ray detector whenever
the Crab Nebula was in the field of view of the detector. In the past 7
years, more than 20 sources have been cataloged. Most of the sources
discovered thus far are more readily observable by rocket flights (low
energies, 1 - 10 Kev and altitudes ­ 100 Km) than by balloon borne
instruments (>20 Kev, 25 Km altitude) since the source spectra are
fairly steep, and the fluxes are low enough so that "back ground" fluxes
from cosmic ray produced secondaries rapidly become greater than those
from the celestial sources as one descends to thicker atmospheric depths.
Further difficulty in the observation of celestial X-rays by a balloon
borne detector is caused by Compton and photoelectric absorption processes
as the photons pass through the residual atmosphere. The principal
advantage of balloon borne detectors is their greater time aloft
(several hours) compared to the few minutes of observation time afforded
by rocket flights, and this has made possible statistically significant
measurements of the fluxes of the celestial sources out to 100 Kev and
beyond, despite the lower fluxes at the higher energies. Flux
measurements over as broad an energy range as possible are highly
desirable from an astrophysical point of view, since few of these sources
hove been optically identified, and the energy generation mechanisms
remain gjestions of considerable interest.
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Sources in the constellation Cygmus have 'r-en observed by several
investigators. 3,4,596,7 The positions of' the four known sources in t-is
egion are believed to have been given most accurately by Giacconi 3 and
workers and are listed in Table 1 together with the fluxes measured at
low energies. Cygnus X-1 has been observed as the strongest of the
four in the range 1-10 Kev and also a, balloon energies (>20 Kev)
although balloon borne detectors usually have difficulty z\--so, ing X-1
from X-3 because of their proximity on the celestial sphere. .'Inly one
gro , ipl2 '-,as reported of meas: - i.ng fluxes from X-1 beyond 100 Kev, and
their data _imply a steepening of the speetrLzn beyond appro:cmtel°;
100 Xev. The Jata fro* i.ic, ex*-^--riment described in the present work
serve t:, sub!: t-intially Lonfirm these high energy results, and to shed
further light on the nature of the energy generation mechanism for
Cygnus X-1.
II. .DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERILMEENT
A. The X-ray detector. The essential features of the X-ra y-
detection system aro shown in Figure 1. The central detector is
composed of a 100 cm2
 area by 3 em. thick NaI(T1) crystal optically
coupled to a 5" £"1I type 9530 photomultiplier tube. It is mounted
down inside a cylindrical well of graded shielding material, consisting; ..
of appropriate thicknesses of Pb, Sn and Cu, plus 6 cm. of P:uclear
Enterprises Type NE211 liquid sc.intillator used as an anticoinciderce
element. The full width at half n ximm (FWHM) response of the central
detector in this shield configuration is approximately 22 degrees.
One of the fundamental observational problems of balloon borne
X-ra- ,
 astronomy is the inevitable presence of a background
r
- Z -
composed of cosmic ray Produced secondary X-rays, and electrons ind
other charnel particles. Even when constant in time, this backnrc.n:
inposes an effective lower limit to the fiux which can be observe; tv
a balloon borne instrument in a fli ght time or a few hours, ana when
tine varyin g , can make flux measurements from an extra -terrestrial
source rather uncertain. This flux is almost isotropic
as viewed by the instrument, and the best that one can do is to t ry to
minimize the detection of this back ground via suitable shieldin.
A second back ground source is due to interaction of --Psric ra ys witn t-.-_
shie l dino material of the instrument itself. For this reason merely
Passive shieldin g ( e.g. Pb) is not as effective as an "active" shield.
(e.g. ilal ( Ti)). However, inorganic crystal scintillators such as
Nal(T1) becnne ve r- ex pensive and very
 susceptible to thermal and
mec'ianical shock in geometries suitable for shielding a l gg crt`
detector area. Shieldinn a gainst the background was therefore done
semi -actively via passive shields of Pb, Sn and Cu, in conjunction
with the iiQuid scintil ! i`nr, as shown in Firture 1. The Pb on thizz
outside is effectively o paque (<IT. transmission.) to X-rays of enerQ
E < 230 Kev. However, bombardment by cosmic rays and hinh enerm.
X-rays will cause she "characteristic" X-ray sr,^ctrum of Pb to be
emitted, with X-rav emission near 88 Kev. Since the Pb is sor.!ewhat
transparent to its chara r;taristic emission, an eighth inch layer of
Sn is used beneath the Pb. Since the atomic numbers of Pb and Sn are
different, the X- ray emission lines are at different enemies. and we
find the characteristic emission of Sn at 29.2 Kev and lower eneriies.
Thus Sn acts as a rather food absorber of the X-ray emission spectrum
Sof Pb, but in turn has its own emission spectrum, at lower ener g ies. `e
then further line the barrel of the telesco pe with .340" if Cu, 1ti1_1 ch
has emission lines at 3.27 Kev and lower enemies (below our ran g-2 ^f
analysis) and absorbs the emission snectrum of the Sn. The liquili
scintillator "11211 chiefly gives protection anainst charged p a rticles,
since the average atomic number of its constituents ( chiefly toluene)
is of the order of --7, and interactions by X-rays are therefore -osily
due to the Corpton process. Toe 1 6 cm. thickness of NE211 can detect
90% of X -rays of enerov 23 Kev and below, but onl y 6910' at 80 Kev, On 'hE
other hard, the liquid scintillator should be essentially 100': effecti,.•e
in charged particle detection, limited principally by the e`'ficiencv o`
light collection. Figure 2 shows the collection efsicienc;: for limit ^rnr
a photodiode as a function of the distance vertically above £he bottom
of the chamber, usin g only one photomultiplier tube, for a source
position directly above the tube, ,nd for other annular positions.
Also shown is the expected response from the sum of three tubes,
spaced 120'. The relatively constant response with increasing distance
is attributed both to the use o f a high quality specular finish aluminun
reflector on the inner Malls of the scintillator chamber, and to the
fact that liquid scintillators are, as a class, quite transparent to
their own light emissions. This feature favored the choice of liquid
scintillator over the use of plastic scintillator, which has an
absorption length of the order of 50 cm. for its emission, compared
to several meters for the liquid. The NE211 has also a somewhat
higher light output than most plastics, provided it is purged of
5dissolved oxvsen. A s pecial "nubble tube" was built into the tank for
this nurnose, and dry nitre^.en was bubbled throunh the liquid for
30 ninutes nrior to sealing.
B. Electronics and orientation systems. The electronics used for
the exoeriment is shown in block diagrari in FiqurP 3. The pss^ntial
functions are straightforward. If the hei ght of a riven nulse
corresnonds to an enernv 15 < E < 33i•1 Kev denosited in the central NaI
crustal and if an anti coi nci dente nulse from the NE211 1 i nui d sci nti 1 l ator
"nuard" channel does not occur within a resolvinn time o f 251 nanrsecnnd^-
o; the given nulse, the p ulse neinhr is digitized and tele:letered. I-
addition, t,e occurrence o f the p ulse is registered and tele-^etered as ar
event in the "low level sinnles" rate. If a ouard aulsc does ccc_.r
250 ."is, the -)ulse is not p ulse hei ght anal yzed and is registe red onl y i^
one lo:w level sin(iles rate. In this wav, the difference between the low
level sinnles rate and the rate of PHA events measures the ef fectiveness of
the anti coinci dente Svstem. (it was found duri nn f l i nht that the
an*_icoincidence s ysten lowered the total PHA rate b y nearl y ? factor
of 2.) If E > 350 Kev, the p ulse is not digitized and is*_eleTeterPc
onl y
 in the "high level sinnles" rate, and F in all y , i	 < _. .*
ever= is c?r'nletel y
 re'°cted. The digitizinn nrocess consists of
convertin^ the n ulse heinnt to a nulse o f fixed heinnt but c `	 'i
er^t: nro-^ortional to the initial p ulse heinnt. The p ulse is tier;
used to gate the output o f a 1 ' .legahertz quartz oscillator circuit,
thus qi vi rvi a s tri nn of 1 Megahertz nul ses , the len g th of the s tri nn
(and thus the number of pulses) bein g
 nronortional to the orininal nulse
height. The number of p ulses is then counted by annronriate resisters
6and formed into a binary word, com posed o f a Svnc 'p it nlus 5 data
bits, and Cher, telemetered to a around st a tion at a bit rate of 1581 +e^::.
Twenty seven c^-3nnels were used to cover the enerav ranee 15-330 Kev,
corresaondinc to a width o f -11.7 Kev her channel.
In addition to the low level and hirh level sinoles rat_, the
guard event rate (all events for which more than -30 Kev of -nernv
was left in the linuid scintillator) was monitored, for use in correctinn
for dead time due to accidental coincidences. Each was scaled down to
a rate of a few ner second and samnled sequentiall y so that all three couit
be telemeterea on a sin g le subcarrier,
Auxiliary electronics included that for two "crossed" magnetometers
(one digitized and one analonue), a gravit y "zenith" sensor in the
form of a lour frictien notentiometer (dinitized) and a dinitized
temperature sensor. The two magnetometers served to uniquely determine
the orientation of the experiment with resnect to the local mannetic
field, :Ihi le the zenith and tennerature sensors nrovi ded checks on
experiment attitude and thermal behavior.
III. THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE DETECTOR
In order to re gister an X-rav event in an experimental syster-, it is
necessary that the X-rav interact in some manner with the s ystem. One
must then know the resnonse of the system to this interaction,, and the
details of its eventual conversion to usable data.
A. Fundamental interactions of photons (10-500 Kev) _ with matter.
There are two orincinal tvnes of interactions with matter which are of
interest for X-rays of energ ies 10-500 Kev. These are Comnton
scattering and nhotoabsorntion. The relative imoortance of these
orocesses at a aiven enerav is chiefl y a function of the atonic nur ,ber cf
tAe material in which the interaction occurs.
The attenuation n` a bea- of X-ra ys due to ohotoabsorption is a
truly exponential process, si.1ce photoabsorption is catastronhic, i.e.
the ohoton does not survive the interaction. ';e can then -.Trite
0/N a
 -up (E) dx	 and hence !I = '.o exp (-u p (E) x).
;. a (E) is called the photoabsorption coefficient and is strongly energy-
dependent. In the case of Compton scattering, we may also consider
the attenuation to be exponential if we consider an initially well
collimated bean of X-rays. Then, although the photon does not
catastrophically disappear due to the interaction, its direction of
propagation changes, and it is still removed from a collimated beam.
Therefore, at least for thicknesses x such that aN/N is fairly small,
we can also consider Compton scattering as an exponential process,
since the probability of multiple scat*_erinn is small in such cases.
We therefore may define an attenuation coefficient f or Compton
scattering, Nc (E), thus dN/N = - uc (E) dx and N • do exp (-:.c(E)x).
The total attenuation coefficient for both processes is then given by
;, T (E) _ -uc (E) + up(t).
We now consider the details of these two mechanisms.
In the process of photoelectric absorption, the X-ray interacts
with the atom as a whole. The total energy of the photon is absorbed
by the atom, and an inner orbital electron Is ejected from the atom.
The atom rebounds, conservin g momentum, and the ejected electron carries
away most of the available kinetic energy. Other electrons "fall in" to
fill the vacancy of the inner orbit, and radiate a line spectrum of lower
8energy photons as they change ener gy states. Assuminn the enerov of
the ejected electron is then progressively absorbed by the detector
material in ionization and radiation losses, and assuminq the line spectru-i
of photons emitted as above is absorbed by the material via
other similar photoelectric processes, then the total initial energy
of the X-ray is absorbed by the detector material. (There is, in general,
some small probability that some of the line s pectrum of "secondary"
photons will escape the detector, and corrections must be aoolied
accordingly.) The attenuation coefficient for the photoelectric
effect is strongly dependent upon the atomic number Z of the material
as well as upon the photon energy hv, and to a very crude approximation
^p(E) a Z A /hv3 .
In the Comoton scatterin,o process, one can consider that the photon
interacts with one of the orbital electrons in a two body collision
p rocess. Both the electron and the photon rebound, conserving both
energy and momentum, and the photon energy decreases in the process.
One may use classical (relativistic) physics to describe the interaction,
and may show that the energy h v ' of the photon after collision is related
to the energy hvo before the collision by
hv' - hv 0/0 + a (1-cos 0))
	 (1)
where a = hvo , the ratio of the initial photon ener gy to the rest
mec
mass energy of the electron, and cos 0 is the angle between the
directions of the initial and final photon momenta. The maximum loss
of energy to the detector of a single Compton interaction occurs for a
92,Y
rebound angle of 180°, and is ^hv
max
 = hvo	+ ;z )which value is oft-In
called the "Compton Ed ge". Thus a sinole Compton scatterinn process
cannot cause the entire photon ener gy to be absorbed in the detector
material as is the case with photoabsorption. Since the photon "survives".
one can speak of both an attenuation coefficient for removal of the
photon from a beam, and an "energy absorption" coefficient characterizinc
removal of energy from the photon beam, via the energy given to the
electron with each Compton scattering process. The former is often
called the "attenuation coefficient", and the latter the "absorption
coefficient". The attenuation coefficient becomes identical with that
for Thomson scatterino at hv o << me c? , and decreases slowly with
increasing enern_v, while the absorption coefficient rises to a maxirurr,
near hvo z me c 2 and then decreases, as mi ght be expected from purely
classical collision calculations. Since the Compton process involves
interaction of the photon with a single electron, and does not really
involve the binding energy of the electron (so long as hvo >> bindinn
energy), the coefficients for Conpton processes de pend upon the number
of electrons n per am cm 2 . n (gm cm 
2) goes as Z/A, and Z/A	 112
for all elements except hydrogen, for which Z/A	 1. Thus the Compton
attenuation and absorption coefficients at a given energy are neariv
independent of the material.
There are a number of other possible interactions of X-rays
with matter, nearly all of which are believed unimnortant
with respect to photoabsorption and Compton scattering at the energies
being considered. One which may be significant is Rayleigh scattering,
which is of course effective for photons of a few ev as well as several
Kev. In this process, the orbital electrons respond to the varying
1J
electric field of the nhoton, and as a consenuence, accelerate ,ind
re-radiate some of the incident energ y . At 10 Ke y , the wavelennth of
the photon is of the order of an Angstrom, which is characteristic of
the size of the atom. Hence the electrons "feel the same field" as
a function of time, and radiate coherentl y . As with Comp ton scattering,
the full energy
 o f the nhoton is not lost in the collision.
B. The Resnonse of N aI(fl) to photons of 10 to 500 Kev. In view
of the above interaction p rocesses, it annears desirable to have the
photoelectric p rocess oredominate in a detector, since the entire
photon enernv can be absorbed makin g nossible a more nearl y unambinuous
determination of the energy . In order for this to occur, a hign
Z detector is necessary . Thallium activated crystals of sodium iodide
(nrincigal absorber-Iodine, Z=53) are widel y used for X-rav
detection, both due to the hi gh cross-section for nhotoabsorotion for
X-rays of energies un to several hundred Kev, and because it is a rather
efficient scintillator, i.e, the material emits visible light when
struck by nhotons and other particles. The absorption coefficients
for the interaction o rocesses discussed are shown in Fi q ure 4, It may
be seen that the nhotoabsorntion p rocess is dominant below 31) Kev,
whereas Comp ton scatterin g is more imnortant from 300 Kev un to several
Me v. The light emission from sodium iodide crystals has a characteristic
c!ecay time of anp roximatel y 250 nanoseconds, with neak out p ut at
4150 An gstroms. The output in visible nhotons oer Kev of incident
energy is of the order of 30, Linearity of the cr
y
stal is quite good9,
the light out p ut per Kev being about 15 percent higher'near 20 Kev than
at 300 Ke y , and changing slowly between these two values. The change in
outp ut with temnerature changes is believed small.
Measurements in the range 30 to A-60 Ke y must be corrected for the
"Iodine Escane" effect, i.e. the crystal is somewhat transnarent to the
K X-ra ys emitted when orbital electrons radiate and fall in to fill the
vacancy created by the ejected electron during a nhotoabsorntion,
Axel 10 and others have investigated this problem, and Axel gives the
escape probability for good geometry
Pesca pe - (•875) (.84) 1 + r(cos e) !Zn ( r rc cos e ©+ 1 )	 (2)
where r is the ratioof the nhotoabsorotion coefficients in NaI(T1) at
the "K edge" of 28.4 Ke y , to that of the energy considered, and (-,r-e)
is the angle of incidence with res pect to the vertical. Meyerhoff and West1l
have found exoerimental results which are in essential agreement with the
above formula. The esca pe probability is the largest for low energies,
since ohotoabsorotion is likely to occur closer to the surface in this
case. The p robability
 of escape at 30 Ke y is ­L30`110 for "good"
geometry ( i.e. X-rays incident at a point several absorotion lengrhs
from other edges) with near vertical incidence, and drons to 15^ at
60 Ke y . The ohotoabsorntion length Xp = 1 Ap at 28.4 Ke y is /%-.5
millimeter, hence our crystal should satisfy the "good" geometry condition
at all points more than a millimeter from the edges, or atti97'-' of
its area. Th y. escape p rocess then dictates that p rimary X- rays lcsinc
28.4 Ke y
 of energy then register as events in lower
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energy bins, thus there are actually two corrections for some of the
channels, the first a correction for X-rays lost to a lower energy
bin by the escape process, and the second a correction for X-rays ending
up in the given bin due to escape processes at a higher energy. The total
correction therefore depends upon the shape of the spectrum a3 measured
at the detector.
C. The conversion of visible light into a usable electronic signal.
In order to quantitatively measure the light output from a NaI(T1)
crystal, it is convenient to optically couple a photomultiplier tube
to the crystal in order to utilize the high gain-low characteristic noise
features of a photomultiplier tube. In the absence of saturation effects,
the charge collected on the anode is then in principle closely proportional
to the initial X-ray energy. Because of the relatively inefficient
conversion of photons of X-ray energy to "visible" photons in even the
best of scintillators, however, significant "bruadening" ultimately occurs
in the conversion to an electronic signal. In a well designed experiment,
this broadening is chiefly due to statistics, and it is of some interest
to consider the losses at each step. The visible photons produced in
the crystal ultimately must pass from the crystal (refractive index -1.67)
through the optical windows of the crystal and the phototube. If the
latter are glass, (refractive index is -0.5) some 65% may be lost due
to internal trapping in the crysta14 2i.e. rays whose angle of incidence
at the NaI-glass interface is greater than the critical angle,
(approximately 64 degrees). Assuming an initial crystal efficiency
of 30 ev/visible photon only 9 photons/Kev reach the photocathode. A
further reduction results from the low efficiency of the photocathode
of the tube, typically 15-20%. Thus only about 1.5 photoelectrons are
f
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obtained per Ke y of incident energy. If one takes a 22 Ke y X-ray
emission line, incident on the crystal, the number of photoelectrons
emitted per X-ray is of the order of 30, ± 30, assuming Poissonian
statistics. Thus the energy measured by the PM tube will not appear
to be a well defined line, but a broad peak, whose width is some 40 to
50% of that of the position of the peak in this case. This effect is
quite well understood, however, since the width of the peak is very
nearly proportional to the square root of the energy, and corrections
can be applied if a few calibrations have been made. Figure 5 shows the
spectrum of Cd
109 incident on the 11.4 cm diameter by 3 cm thick NaI(T1)
crystal used in the experiment, viewed by a 5" PM tube with the PHA
performed by a 200 channel multichannel analyzer. The two peaks
correspond to the two emission lines of this isotope, at 22 and 87 Key;
The "resolutions", i.e. the width of the peak at half its maximum,
divided by the position of the peak, X 100%, are 50% and 25% respectively
for the 22 Ke y and 87 Ke y lines with the crystal-phototube combination
used in the experiment.
IV. SUMMARY OF FLIGHT
A. Preflight calibration. Preflight calibration of the experiment
consisted of establishing the precise relationship between channel
number and X-ray energy, and of determining the angular response of
the detector. Energy calibration is quite straightforward, one need
only position various microcurie strength sources in front of the detector,
Figure 6 shows one such calibration, using a Cd 109 source, as viewed by
the flight electronics.
r
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Determination of the annular res ponse of the telesco pe to X-rays
incident through the forward a perture was done by settin g up millicurie
strenqth sources at distances of several meters from the detector, and
measuring the flux received as a function of the an gle between the
source direction and the telesco pe central axis. Annular measurement
was p rovided by a very accurately calibrated 30 inch diameter aluminum
p rotractor in conjunction with a sim p le sighting device. Although
it was somewhat difficult to o pticall y ascertain the position of the
telescope for zero angle, relative an gles were measured to within a quarter
degree, with errors non-cumulative, Figure 7 shows the angular resnonse
determined for the energies 22, 87 and 125 Ke y. It can be seen that they
are essentially identical, as expected from the thicknesses of Pb and
Sn which define the an gle through their hi ah opacity to X-rays of energies
below 300 Key.
B. The flight_ The flight was launched at 0430 UT (2230 CST),
2 May 1967, from the balloon base of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research near Palestine, Texas. The telesco pe was positioned at a fixed
anqle of 5°, and was rotated in azimuth b y a line t qister with period of
approximately 11 minutes. The balloon reached a float altitude of
ti4.6 gm/cm2 about 2-112 hours later. Figure 8 shows averaged countine
rates for two representative energy channels, 3 and 5, covering 23.4-35.1 Key
and 46.8-58.5 Kev res pectively, for several interesting hours of the flight;
The period during which the sources in the Cygnus region were to be
expected was from 0900 through 1400 UT, as is suggestive by the increase
in counting rate during part of that time. The instrument was recovered
from a pasture near Albany, Georgia; the post-flight calibration agreed with
the p reflight calibration within the statistical limitations. Temperature
changes during the flight were less that 	 °C, due to containment of the
experiment within a heated oressurized gondola.
f
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V,	 ANALYSIS J F THE DATA
A, cxaected response of the detector to a noint sou rce on tile
celestial snhere. In order to ascertain the true rate of source *lux r:
a particular source given the countin g rate as a function o` tine, one
must first determine the "resnonse" of the instrument in the direction of
the source as a function of time, i.e. the question is asked, " ghat fraction
of the total area of the detector can be seen from the source )ositio g at
a niven time?" This involves some straivhtforward solid geoiaetry and
is treated in Aoaendix B. Briefl y , the inputs to the res ponse function
are the followinc:
1. Universal time. This was determined via the simultaneous
recordin g of WUV on the second channel of the audio tane
recorders recording the telemetry.
2. '•,agnetic azimuth. Two crossed mannetometers were or, board.
The continuous transmission of their outputs (one di g ital, one
analo g ue) p rovided a unique determination of the azimuth with
resnect to the direction of the horizontal com ponent of the
local magnetic field. The direction of the local mannetic
field was nrovided from aircraft navinational mans of the
trajectory
 area.
3. Balloon latitude and longitude. This information was furnished
b y
 the NCAR staff, based on aircraft-renorted positions throunno ,"
the fli ght. The latitude channed b y less than one denree
throughout the entire fli aht. Lonoi tude chancted from 96 degrees
to 84 degrees.
In order to facilitate comp utations of the res ponse function b y comnuter,
the flight trajectory was divided into 27 zone, each zone havin g its
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own characteristic averace latitude, magnetic correction fieu-e, and
balloon exit time. A few examples are given in Table 2. It is clear
from the table that the chances in the three quantities are small
between adjacent zones. Since the chances in longitude tended to be
somewhat lar er from zone to zone, and since a one degree change in
longitude is capable of changing the positions of the peaks of the
response function b y nearly 4 minutes, the computer prograr. used a
"continuously chan g ing" longitude, i.e. each succeedin g calculation
of the response function (at 12 second intervals) used a new longitude
value, estimated by linear interpolation between known oos~tions at
known times, a r per the XA4 data. Figure 8 shows Eff(t) for the 4 sources.
B. Separation of sources from the background. Fi gure 9 shows a r?aP
of the Cy-inus region, showinc: the positions of the four sources X-i,
X-2, X-3 and X-4 as determined by rocket measurements. Also sho=-rn
is the PWH'1 of t-ie detector as projected on the celestial sphere.
It is evident that the FWHM is comparable to the angular separation of
the scirces, an" there is thus ar inherent difficulty in resoivinr the;,.
This difficulty is almost a fundamental one in balloon-borne X-rav
detectors, due to the requirement of a large area detector, for
reasonable statistics, together with a shield of reasonable cost,
weight and effectiveness. The detector of Haymes l2 has a comparable
FWHM (•24°); the FWHM of the Overbeck detector 13 is somewhat better
(•8.4`). In our particular experiment, we can, however, eliminate
the contributions of X-2 and X-4 from the picture by consiaering the
time interval 0920 to 1120. In this interval, the contribution of
X-2 anc X-4 are negligible, whereas half the total exposure to X-1
occurs during this time interval. In a later section, we shall estimate
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the contribution, of X-3 to the countin a rate b y 3 De rturDation to &1ni;ue.
and will find that the upoer limits to the flux from X-3 are a factor
of 9 to 10 down fro-r X-1 in essential agreement with Overbeck. We
therefore shall i gnore any contributions from. X-3, X-2 and X- y in the
analysis to follow.
In situations where one has a really good si gnal to noise ratio,
the extraction of the si gnal can be quite strai ghtforward. For exa^ole,
in the case of an idealized moon based X-ra y telescope, the only backaround
would presumably be due to a small primar y cosmic ray flux, and a si+all
diffuse X-ray backaround. Rather good S/N ratios could then be exnecte,^
and by suitably s ►-11 opening apertures, one could presumabl y ned E:ct
the background comnletely. The flux could be very simply determined
by, for example, takin g only data for those times when the response
function was, say greater than 90%, and callin g tnis the source flux.
however, in the case at hand, the "signal" is at best on'i_v half the
"noise", and it is only this good for a few of the lower enem y channels,
At higher energies, the signal rapidly drops to a few percent of the
noise. Again, this situation is common  in g reater or lesser degree to
all balloon-borne detectors, althou gh as the technique of shieldinn
becomes better understood, the "background" is beina reduced. A very
useful technique for dealinn with the poor signal to noise ratio is the
followin g , due in part to Overbeck. We assume that the source and
background are constant in irtensity for the period of observation, and
then write the followin g simple equation:
(Rtotal (t) - RBG)"ff(t) = Rsource
	 (3)
Rtotal(t) represents the act ual measured counting rate, R BG is the
Cam:_.-	 ----- - ^'	 --	 - --	 -	 ------	 .-	 -- - --	
^J
E
is
background rate, 
Ksource 
is the source rate, and Eff(t) represents the
fraction of the detector area which is "illuminated" b y the mo rce.
R 
total (t) and Eff(t) are o` course time dependent, as indicated. A
simple re-arrangement gives
Rtotal (t) ' R
source ' Eff(t) + RBO	 (4)
which is a simole linear equation in R total (t) and Eff(t) of the form
Y=AX+3.
Thus, if one plots the counting rate versus the response function,
the result should be a strai ght line, whose slope is the source flux,
and whose "y" intercept is the background. Figure 10 shows a tyoical
result of such a plot for channel 5 (46.8 - 58.5 Kev); only pcints such
that Eff(t) > .1 have been used in this case. A few error bars are
indicated in Fi gure 10 representing one standard deviation for the
raw countin g
 rates. Each plotted data point represents 100 to 150 events,
and only corrections for electronics dead Ci l lave been made to the dal-a
shown.
In view of the statistical scatter of the points in Figure 10, it
is not at once clear how to best draw a strai ght line throu gh the data.
One possibility which has been used in this case by other workers 14
involves a least squares fit to the data. In this case, the criterion
for best fit is the followin g.., Suapose the "best" line to be
represented by R(t) - A • Eff(t) + B. Then if we write a similar
expression for each set of points (Rj , Effj ), we have r i = Ri-A•Ef-j-B
where r3
 is usually called the residual. A simple least square fit
requires that	 rj = 0, further, that 	 rj2 be a minimum. The
J	 J
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derivation 43 then gives the result that
R	 a U3 
U5	 U2 
U6	 (5)BG	 Ul U5 . U22
and
R	 U6	 RBG U2	 (6)
	
source	 U5
where Ul is the number of data points N considered in the analysis.
U =
	
'V	 Ef ^ , U3 '	
N	
Rj ,	 U5 =	 c Eff
	
i2
2 j=1	 j=1	 j=1
and
U6	 N Effj Rjt
j=1
Figure 10 shows a "best fit" line obtained in this matter. Evidentally,
because of the requirement that E rj2 = minimum, a simple least squares
fit weighs points with large residuals more heavily than points with
small residuals. However, if we assume that the distribution of points
in Figure 10 is largely statistical (the distribution does approximately
obey Poissonian statistics), then points with urge residuals are
actually statistically less likely than points with small residuals, and
therefore should be weighed less heavily than points with small residuals.
A technique which will accomplish this is a weighted least squares fit,
where we now require the condition
N
w 
J
• r 
J
• 2 be a minimum.
j=1
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The statistical scatter of the points in Figure 10 sug gests that
oernaps w  should be the probability of havin g a deviation r i , if the
"true" value lies on the best fit line. If we assume that the counting
rate obeys Poissonian statistics, one may show that the probability
Px
 of observing a rate X is
Px = m x e -m
X!
where m is the mean rate. Fnr large m, this distribution is well
a pp roximated for our purposes by the "normal"distribution,
d Px a Q(e'(x -m)2/ZQ2) dx	 (7)
where o is the standard deviation and equal to A. This expression
facilitates somewhat the necessary machine programming. If, then,
we observe a mean rate R; then for a given measurement R i , with a
residual rj , the probability of observin g that residual is evidentally
proportional to
1	 (r 2/2^2
Q e' ^	 )	 with o	 For the purposes of computinn
the probability, the raw 30 second counting rates are used., before any
dead time or other corrections are made. The technique then involves
letting
W = 1 e-rj2/2v2
J a
thus we require
	r 2 e-rj2/2o2	be a minimum.
J	
j
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In order to pronerly evaluate the exponential, one must know the true valie,
which in fact is the quantity in question. A technique which works very
nicely in this case is to first determine a simple least squares fit
(i.e. W = i for all j), then use this line to calculate the residuals.
These residuals are then used to calculate the IN for the expression
above. A new best fit line is then computed usinq the weightinn
technique, new residuals computed, and the process repeated as often
as necessary. Hopefully this process will converge, if the initial
ap proximation is good enouqh, and in fact it does converge. Figure 11
shows the results at various stages of a 20 cycle iteration. It is
believed that this technique is somewhat superior to a simple least
squares fit of the data, since it does not wei gh points with large
residuals (statisticaliv less likel y) as heavil y as those with small
residuals (statisticall y more likely), whereas the reverse appears to
be true for a simple least squares fit, as discussed above. The equations
which finally result are as follows43:
2
B = (U3 U5
	 U2 U6 ) / (Uj U5 - U2` ) = RBG	 (5)
and
A = (U6 - B U2 ) / U5
	
= 
Rsource
	
(g)
where
	 N
Uj - Y W i , U2 =	 Fffi 
W.i , U 3 
a	
R 	 W,ij=1	 j=1
	 j=1
NN
U^ _ ^ (Eff 2 ) W.	 U6 = il l Eff i Ri Wj=l	 j	 j=1
On Fiqure 10 is drawn a line correspondin g to a fit usinn the above
technique.
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Recallina that he signal to noise ratio is reallv not very hood
for the data, it is of some im portance to ask how well we reall y know
the "noise" or background. The AX+B" technique gives a uninue value
for the background, for examnle, but one can also learn somethin g of
the background by observin g the counting rate of the detector for times
when there are no known sources in the field of view. If these two
determinations agree within error limits, then it is likel y that we
know the background rather well. Figure 12 shows the time p rofile for
several channels of the 5 minute averaged countin g rates for periods
when Eff(t) for Cvqnus X-1 is less than 7n;. (The period where no
background data is shown re p resents times when Eff(t) for Cvqnus X-1 does
not drop below 7a). Shown for each channel is a dotted line bridnino
the "blank" s pace and which reoresents the backnround value used for the
Cygnus X-1 determination: Also shown is the back ground value obtained frc^:
the "AX+B" technique. In general, it was found that the back g round values
from the "AX+B" technique were somewhat higher than one would ex pect from
looking at the rates before and after passage of X-1, esnecialli, for the
lower channels. Higher enemy channels, with poorer signal to noise ratios,
tended to give "AX+Q" backgrounds which -sere in better a g reement with
the rates obtained by internolation nerhans because the si gnal flux
itself was actuall y smaller. The cause of the disanreement for thi?
lower channels is not clear, but due to the uncertaint y , it ':Vas
decided to use the backnround obtained b y manual internolation bet,,veen
the levels observed before and a fter nassane of the source. This choic
would seem to have better statistical sunnort, since some 2-112 hours
of background data was recorded before and after the nassage of the sources,
whereas, by definition, background data (data at low efficiences) is not used
in the AX+B fit. In this case we assume in the calculation that "B" is known,
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and determine the source rate "A" via Equation 9.
In comment on the technique of fittinn a strainht line to the plot
of count rate versus the res ponse function, it is believed that this
technique uses a maximu:i o` the available data for the source considered:
In p ractice, however, the data used in -hese determinations has been
restricted to points for which Eff(t) is g reater than 10. Inasmuch as
the source rate is seen by Equation 3 to be inversely proportional to
the value of Eff(t), a small error in the countinn rate for 10" response
tends to multiply the percentage error by a factor of -10 as far as the
r aurce flux is concerned. Also, small values of Eff(t) were more
d---ficult to measure, even with mi;licurie stren gth sources, and Eff(t)
drops rapidly with small increases of angle for large annles. Hence
values of Eff(t) less than loo are not regarded as as trustworthy as
the larger values. Eff(t) tends to be of the order of 40 to 100°:: for
most of the duration of the observation period, fortunately.
The fluxes as measured at the detector, for a source at the r-sition
of Cygnus X-1 (as given by Giacconi et al 3 ) are shown For each cniinnel
in Figure 13. The weighted least squares fit plus "known," background
was used to obtain these values. Only corrections for electronics
dead time have been rude for tha data shown in the figure. The decrease
in the measured countinn rates below 40 Ke y
 is attributed to the stronn
atmos pheric absorption occurring in the low ener gy region, as will be
discussed in the following sections.
C. Corrections for instrumental dead times, and for atmospheric
and gondola absorptions. The total counting rate of the detector in
the analysis region, was of the order of 100 events per second, pulse
height analyzed, which was- x-50% of the maximum rate which the electronics
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was capable of telemeterinn, hence corrections for "dead" or "busy"
times of the electronics were necessary. These were of the order of
20o and the relevant formulae are derived in Appendix C.
After instrumental dead times have been taken care of, one can begin
to make corrections for the absorption by the approximately 4.5 gm/cm2
of atmosphere above the balloon, by the 1 gm/cm2 of gondola insulation,
and the .1 gm/cm2 of aluminum comprising the gondola window. In making
these corrections, one must bear in mind that attenuation of an X-ray
flux by an absorber is strongly energy dependent. Thus, since the
widths of the energy bins used for analysis cover a range of from
12 Kev (at lower energies) to 48 Kev (at the high energy end), the
total absorption for a given bin will somewhat depend u pon the X-ray
spectrum incident at the top of the atmosphere. In principle, this
is a circular argument, for the spectrum in space is the object of the
investigation. However, in practice, the "absorption factor" for each
channel (i.e. the ratio of the flux at the top of the atmosphere to
that at the NaI crystal) is really not very sensitive to the exact
shape of the spectrum which one might choose, especially at energies
above 40 Kev, Table 3 shows the absorption factors obtained for two
power law fits and two exponential fits, whose parameters have been
chosen to be somewhere near those which have been reported by other
workers. It can be seen that the higher energies are really quite
insensitive to the shape chosen, principally because most of the
absorption in air above 40 Kev is done by Compton scattering
processes, and attenuation( i.e. removal from a beam) by Compton
processes is a slowly varying function of energy as may be seen
in Figure 4. (Although the data in Figure 4 is for sodium iodide,
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the attenuation b y the Comnton nrocess is nearlv the same ner qm cm`
for all materials, as has been noted earlier.)
It is of some importance at this point to ask whether a celestial
of
	
source will still ioik like a point source when viewed through
several gm/cm2 of air, or wh ther the Com pton scatterin g will appear
to broaden the angular dimensions of the source. If the source should
appear to be several degrees wide at balloon altitudes, for exajoole,
significant corrections to the Eff(t) values could become necessary.
The importance of the "halo" effect is fundamentally de pendent unon
the angular distribution of photons scattered b y the Comnton nrocess.
Figure 14 shows the angular distribution for photons of initial enernies
of 50 and 200 Kev. The FWHM fc: • the scattered flux is seen to be
nearly 180 degrees at 50 Kev, and more than 100 degrees at 200 Kev.
To a first anoroximation, one may therefore consider the flux which
is Comp ton scattered from a thin atmos pheric laver to be uniformly
scattered over a solid angle ofA2Tr steradians for 50 Kev, and
4-2 steradians at 200 Kev. The fraction intercented by the detector
is of the order of Q D/4n for 50 Kev, and 520/4 at 200 Kev, where Qp
is the FWHM of the detector ( —.1 steradian). Since onl y 10-20^ of
the incident flux is actually Compton scattered, and considerin g the
small fraction of this scattered flux which is intercented b y the
detector, any "halo" of Compton scattered photons is sufficiently dim
that it need not concern us,
The corrections for attenuation of X-ra ys in the ^-1 qm/rm2 of
Ethofoam insulation and x-.15 qm/cW aluminum gondola window are straight-
forward except for a nossible worry conce mina significant collection
or amp lification of the Comp ton scattered flux b_y the telescope barrel.
If we bear in mind again the near isotropic scattering of the Compton
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process at the energies of interest for this experiment, teen ti half
of the flux is absorbed by the barrel walls at every scattering.
Simple estimates then predict that the additional flux collected due
to "barrel" scattering is lb at 50 Kev, and ^2 1% at 300 Kev, again
small with respect to other sources of error.
The final absorption factors for each energy channel are given in
Table 4. These factors include corrections for atmospheric and nondole
absorption, a correction for increasing transparency of the crystal at
higher energies, an Iodine escape correction as discussed earlier, arc
finally, a small correction due to the energy resolution of the
detector. The finite resolution for each X-ray energy leads to
"spillover" into adjacent "bins" when the X-ray energy is ;sear the
edge of a bin. If the actual spectrum were constant with increasing
energy, the spillovers would cancel since approximately an equal
number of events would spill over from both directions. Howiver,
the spectrum for Cygnus X-1 measured at the detector was not flat
as has been shown in Figure 13. An estimate of the corrections
indicate they are small, (0 to 20%) thus correction was made only
to first order, by assuming a rectannular peak shanF of width equal
to the RUM, instead of the usual nearly gaussian shape. The correction
for a given channel is then the difference between what spilis over
from that channel into adjacent channels, and what spills into that
channel from adjacent channels. The effect is to make hinh count
rates higher and low count rates lower.
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VI. DISCUSSION 0: RESULTS
A. The spectrum of CCy^. X-11X-3. The s pectrum obtained for
Cy,j X-1/X-3 corrected to the top of the atmosphere is giver. in
Figure 15. For 20< E < 100 Kev, the data can be fit by
i
d pi/dE - 3.45 E
-(1.71 _. 1)
photons/cm2 sec Kev.
For energies above-100 Kev, the spectrum appears to steepen:
dot/dE = 950 E-(3.1 + 1.55) photons/cm2 sec Kev.
Figure 15 shows the same data together witn the data of other workers
whose flights occurred on dates near May 3, 1967. It can be seen that
there is relatively good agreement between the results of this work,
those of Bir ^;ham14 , and those of Overbeck and Tananbaum . 13 The data
of Haynes et al 12 seem to be consistently lower below 100 Kev and
nav be an indication of source variability, as will be discussed later.
As with the present work, the spectrum of Haynes et al also beco-nes
steeper above 100 Kev, by about a power in the exponent. The only
other measurements above 100 Kev which are known to the author at
this time are by Rocchia et al 15 who report measurements  to 135 Kev.
This data is not inconsistent with a steepening of the spectrum beyond
10'u Kev.
While the data as described above can be fit by two power laws,
it can alternatively be well fit by a single exponential. Figure 17
shows a p l ot of the differential energy flux as a function of energy
for this experiment, and for other workers. The data of this work
appears to fit 4 single exponential rather well over the energy range
20-200 Kev:
dI/dE _ .46 axp (-E/[78 + 101) Kev/cm 2
 sec Kev.	 (10)
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The e-folding energy of 78 Kev, if interpreted as KT, corresponds to a
temperature of 9.1 x 10 8 -K . Haymes et al, obtain an e-foldinq value
of 94 + 1 Kev as an alternate fit to two power laws; however, their data
not appear to fit an exponential as well as does the data of this experiment;
their + 1 Kev uncertainty is clearly underestimated (e.q. F:^ure 17b).
Since their fluxes below 100 Kev seem to be consistently lower than those
of Overbeck and Tananbaum, Bingham, and this work, there is a suggestion
that the spectrur. of Cyq X-1/X-3 may be no re exponential wher, the source
is intense as was the case in May and less so when "dim".
B. On the vari abi i itv of Cyq X-1, The question of the sari ab i 1 i -^.V
of Cygnus X-1 has been considered by various authors. 13,16.17 Inspiration
for such a question is amply supplied by differences in the reported
-fluxes. Whether the variations are real can perhaps be inferred by
a temporal plot of the fluxes in va rious energy intervals resorted by
various workers, as seen in Figure 18. The pivsent uncertainty
concerning the variability is suggested by the widths of the error bars
compared to the differences in fluxes for various dates. Absolute
measurements of X-ray fluxes are difficult to make with present instruments,
since the signal is not large compared to the background for balloon borne
instruments, and differences in analysis techniques can easily make a
25% difference in the flux. In this light, the reported measurements
of Ove rbeck and Tananbauml3 are particularly interestin g , since the same
detector and analysis techniques were apparently used on four consecutive
fli5hts. Their data reports a factor of^-2 increase in the flux from
September 1966 to May 1967, followed by a decrease of a factor of `2
measured in June of 1967. The results of the present work agree rather
well with the high fluxes of Overbeck and Tananbaum for May 1967, as well
as agreeing quite well with the data of Bingham whose instrument flew
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on the same balloon as this ex periment. It is felt, therefore, that the
flux was de finitel y hirh in Mav 1967, and that nrobatl y the flux may
indeed have been io.ier 4 n Sentember 1966 and June 1967 as suanested
by Overbeck, The other renorted fluxes are suggestive of variations,
but the analvsis techniques p resumabl y are somewhat different for each
experimenter so that less importance must be attached to these differences.
Also shown in Fi g ure 18 are the fluxes measured below 19 Kev by
rocket ex periments. There are few data points in this region, and so
the aooarent lack of correlation between these low e-ier gv fluxes and
the balloon borne measurements ma y not be meaningful,
C. The spectra of Cvgnus X-2/X-4 and X-3: Since the exnosure of
the detector to Cv gnus X-2/X-4 has been shown to be well senarated
from that due to X-1/X-3 (e.% see Figure 8), one can use the previously
described weighted least squares techniques to determine the f lux from
the nai r X/2-.X,/4. Determination of the backnround flux for Cl-gnus
is sone-.-ihat more difficult than for X-1, since no back g round data is a ai 1 ,ale
before the lair comes into vier (di;e to th e st ron ^. '1r',_s,'nce r) t -C V (inus X- 1' .-^^
3ack g round data a fter t ransit of X-2/X-4 has therefore been used in the
least squares fit. Finure 19 shows the fluxes measured for X-2/X- , , alora
with other available data on the hair. The error bars are much larner clan
for the measurements of X-1 by this experiment, reflectin g the increased
importance of the background uncertaint y
 with the much weaker fluxes.
It can be seen that the results from this work are not inconsistent with
the estimates of Overbeck and Tananbaum13 and the data of Rocchia. 15 The
snectrum is evidentally quite stee p
 at these energies.
The ooticai counterpart of Cv gnus X-2 anoears to be a faint blue
binary 18 of magnitude my --14.5. The snectrum of Cvcmus X-2 over a
3wide Freouencv snectrum is shown in Finure 20 where it has been assumed
that the balloon Borne iata (above 21 Kev) i,:fers to a `lux rrinci^r'lv
from X-2.	 '4o possible exnonential fits are shown in the	 nei :n^-
annears entirel y satis factory . A nower law fit would be a st-ai nht line
on this plot, annarentl y not all comnatible with the o ptical identification.
As with Cynnus X-2, very little data exists for the source C-anus X-3.
r
The .BSc nroun 35 measu.ad fluxes at 2 to iJ Kev, and Rocchia et al ' nas
nublished fluxes for enernies above 20 Kev. With the excer•tion of
::occhia et al, most workers have found onlv unner limits for this source
above 20 Kev; the absolute flux is difficult to measure due to its nrrxir-i,^v
on the celestial s phere to the stronner source X-1. In the nresent nor'.. =n.
*lux from X-3 is estimated by lookin g at the tine behavior o f t i '.e source =" -x
(comouted rev the techni ques already discussed), usin g an Ef`(t) fnr
Cvnnus X-1 onl y . Since X-3 comes into vier about a half hou: 'ater
(e.(, . Finure 8), a sinnificant contribution b y X-3 should cause the
corrauted source flux for X-1 to increase as X-3 (:nines into view. =i(lure L' i
shows the source fluxes for X-1 + X-3 as a function of time determined
the nreviouslv discussed cor—..1ter techniques, usinn an Cff(t) for Cvnnus -1
onl y
 and a backoround determined from Finure 12. There nav be a small
increase towa rd the end of the time interval in one channel, consistent ;;i t^
a small contribution from X-3; however, a lower enernv channel -irtuall" s•10-:s
a decrease. In view of the size of the error bars, these variations can be
internreted as only unner limits for contribution from X-3. Finure ? shc.as
the unner limits from this work, tonether with the results of other 4orker.
The data is clearl y jui to scanty , and more work needs to be done b y telescenes Y
of larger area, lower backnround, and smaller a perture annles.
In comment on the data nresent in Fi qure 21, there is a sunnestion
f
of an increase in the flux from X-1 durinn the earl y hart of the observ.ztinn.
{
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The calculated flux (measured at the detector) between '3.4-3!>.l Kev
is 154 C/min in the time interval 1015-1044, and then drors t ry 87 C/r.in
in the succeedin g
 time interval, Tht di fference is 5 tines the exnected.
uncertainty
 due to lack of knowledne of the backnround, which is the
larnest source of uncertainty
 in the source flux. The decrease corresnon
to more than 3 standard deviat-,
	 if the variations in the backnround
and source flux are Poissonian. Channel 4 shows no evidence o f this
"short term variability", however, so the snectrum of the annarent
fluctuation ma y by fairlv steep.
J. The diffuse X-rav backnround. In addition to the no^. ,4 well
established p resence of numerous discrete celestial X-rav sources, there
has accumulated much evidence for the existence o f a broad aiffuse
connonent of extra - terrestrial X-radiation. 19,20,21 Recent result-,
by Gorenstein et al l ° in the enerov ranee 1-10 Kev indicate near
isotronicity
 at these energies, and a photon number s pectrum which noes as
dN/dE :x E- 1.7 ± .2 .
In the interval 20-191 Kev, Bleeker et a1 20 finds a s pectral index of
-2.4 ± .2, :•chi 1 e the data of Seward et a1 22 fits a power laiv with a
s pectral index -1.6 bet .reen 4 and 40 Kev. The data of Metzner et a123
sugaests a power law with an index of--2.5 (Ranner 3, detector extended)
in the interval 1J0 Kev to 1 Mev, and the unner limits measured by
Clark et a1 24 are consistent with an -index of--2 for E > 1-30 Kiev. In
summarv, the number snectrum for ener g ies above 100 Kev seem poorly
known, but may
 become sL'.eener above 20-50 Kev. This steeneninn, if real,
could have innortant beari nn unr:n the nature of the nenerati en mechani s n
for the diffuse backnround. It is therefore extremel y
 imnortant to atterint
to rleasiire the diffuse cnrrnc+nen,. in the renion of this break, that is,
3.'
?I- I:"') i;ev.
dalInon anrne reasurenents o f the di ffuse X-rav hacknrn;in.: ,^rQ
t•,	 ^;F^, for. as is t ,r(- case ii t ,n ^7 1 ux neas ure-tints o` discrete sourr_eC ,
rreasurenents o f the diffuse X-rav f lux are fundarmntal1v limited by ti)e
backaround nrodured b y cosmic ra ys in the atmosrhere and in tie instrument
itsel f . In the case of discrete sources, one need onl y requin! that this
back g round remain constant while the source is bein g viewed. However,
the near isotroni city of the diffuse extra-terrestrial flux makes nbserva'i on
of this flux fro g
 a balloon difficult, since the atmosnheric background
is also nearl y isotropic. Several techninues have been used in an att^,nnt
to senarate tine extra- terrestrial com ponent at balloon altitudes, and nearly
all denend unon the behavior o f the countinn rate as the 2xnerinent reades
altitude. aleeker et a1 20 have carried out two balloon fliohts at
substantiall y different geomannetic latitudes (53°N and 25' N) in order
to try
 to distinnuish anv flux due to bremsstrahlunq by electrons
orecinitatino from the radiation belts. A rotatinn disk alternately
closed and onened the anerture of the telesco pe in an attempt to
senarate the "forward" X-rays from the total measured flux. The
flux with "closed" a perture is subtracted from that with "onen" aperture,
and the remainder is interpreted as bein g
 due to an extra- terrestrial
component p lus an atmos pheric comnonent. For p ressures of between
20 and 100 gmICW-1, where the contribution from the extra- terrestrial
comnonent would nresumably be neqliqible, the y found that the Ion of the
countin g
 rate (orincivall y
 atmosoheric) decreases linearl y
 with the Ion of
the nressure. The assumption is then made that t6s atmos pheric comnonent
will continue to decrease in this manner for pressures less than 20 om/cr^.`.
This technique then p redicts the contribution of the atmos pheric comnonent
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to the difference between countin g rates of the "oven" and "closed"
conficuratons, and the extra- , terrestrial contribution is taken as
the remainder of this di f"erence.
Hudson, Primbscf an.. Anderson 21 used the difference in countinn
rates from two identical ae .actors, one pointed upward and one down;vcard,
flown simultaneousl y , to se parate the forward component. The flux
measured with the "un" detector was about a factor of 2 g reater than
that of the "down" detector near 30 Kev.
Brini et a1 25 used a technique similar to that of Hudson et al
and emoloyed one "un" detector, one "down" detector, and one detector
with the anerture "closed". In contrast to Hudson et al, however,
these workers found a flux from the "up" detector which was smaller
than that from the "down" detector, vet their results a gree with
those of Hudson et al to within a factor of two! This relativelv
good ag reement of the finished data in smite of an annarentiv very
serious disag reement in the raw data may be indicative o f the
immaturity of measurements of the diffuse comnonent.
Fi gure 23 shows the countin g rate as a function of nressure for a
renresentative energv channel for this experiment. To a first annroximation,
there is a linear region on these log log nlots of rate versus altitude
similar to the linear region on the log log p lots of Bleeker et al. If we
assume that in the absence of an extra-terrestrial comoonent, the
counting rate would continue to decrease with nressure in such a man-
nerl we ma y
 estimate the contribution of the extra- terrestrial crinnonent
as the difference between the actual countin g rate and the rate whi,17h
one would obtain b y
 extranol ati nn the s trai nht line reni on to 1 r-gpr
nressures. r i rure 24 shows the resultant fluxes, in comnarisor. WiCh
uleeker et al and other '.workers. The data of the nres .^nt qnr^ can :ie
crudel y fit b y a nower law:
dN/dE n E-2.8 ± 1.3
which is consistent with the index of -2.4 + .2 found by Bleeker,
but also scarcel y inconsistent with the -1.7 + .2 obtained by c;orenstein et al
at lower enernies. If there is a steeneninn of the snectrum occurring
near 20-60 Kev, much more accurate measurements than those nresently
available will need to be made to establish the enernv at which the
steepenin g occurs.
VII. N109ELS 'OR X-RAY ,ENERATION BY LOCALIZED SOURCES.
We now review the fundamental X-ra y ieneration mechanisms :which
are considered likel y for localized stellar sources of X-ra ys. Generation
of X-rays is continnent unon the acceleration of charged nartic,es, and in
this case only electrons are important. Since the radiated ,-)ower P by
an accelerated charged particle goes as
2
P = 2/3 F	 .9)2	 for g = V/C << 1
and
e2 6
P = 2/3 e Y [( a } 2 - (3 x s) 2 J	 (11)
for relativistic velocities26 , where Y = --^ — , the power radiated is
1^ .
or000rtional to the square of the acceleration S. The electromannetic forces
on electrons and other charged narticles are onl y dependent unon charge and
velocity; however, the much smaller rest mass of the electron results in
acceleration ­2000 times that of Protons, for equal electromannetic forces.
For electrons and nrotons of equal kinetic energy,Y for electrons is ti201)
times that for Protons (again due to the difference in rest masses) so that the
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denendence on y in Equation 11 above further enhances the electron contrioution
for relativistic energies. In the first case below, we consider acceleration
of an electron due to a magnetic field, either a field of spatial extent
(synchrotron radiation) or that due to the electromagnetic field of a
collidinn photon ( inverse Compton radiation). The second case considers
the radiation produced due to acceleration of the electron in the field
of an atomic nucleus. A third case considered is that of " black body"
radiation, which is the thermal  radiation emitted b y a body when the
body is optically thick for photons of the energy considered.
A. Synchrotron radiation. Synchrotron radiation ,,caused by the
acceleration of electrons in a magnetic field is thought to be responsible
for much of the emission observed from celestial point sources in the
radio range. First observed in synchrotrons, the radiation is
characterized by a high degree of polarization since the direction of
the electron acceleration is always perpendicular to its velocity and
to B. Thus the radiation viewed perpendicular to 8 is linearly polarized
(electric field vector perpendicular to the existing B field). Viewed
parallel to B. the radiation is circularly polarized and it is thus
elliptically polarized between these two extremes, For V/c << 1, the
emission is at vc , the cyclotron frequency:
v e B
c 
a 
	
where m is the rest mass of the electron, while for
n^`
 mc"—
V/c -1, the emission pattern becomes very pronounced in the forward
direction, and higher harmonics are introduced. Schwinger27has
investigated this theoretically, and Corson 28 and others have verified
the results on synchrotrons. The average power emitted per unit frequency
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for an electron of total energy E is found to be
2
lr(v)	 ( 
2 )
	
F (	 )	 (12)
me	 m
where
V  . 3/2 (E/mc2)2 
V 
	 (13)
R a mVicy is the instantaneous radius of the orbit, and F (Y-- ) is a slowly
m
varying function. The maximum ei,ossion per frequency interval occurs
near v s V , with the half power points near 10 -2 vm , and vm.
Schwinger shows that fcr a circular orbit,
	
(4) (31/6 ) r (2/3) e2 vc2
	
^	 1/3pn
	
	 E ) n	 forv« vm (14)
0C
while for v >> v  the spectrum decreases exponentially:
n = 33/2 n3/2 e2 vc2 nl/2 a-n/nm
V7 S C nm3/2
where Pn is the power radiated per unit frequency in the nth harmonic
Of vc, and r is the "gamma" function. The total rower radiated is given by
2 2
'F(E) - 2/3 ` [ ( 2 )2 -1].	 (16)
4 n c	 me
Morrison 29 gives the half-life for energy loss by synchrotron radiation as
T1/2 ti 5.1 x 108/8i Y seconds	 (17)
where 8.. is in gauss.
Although synchrotron radiation is believed important at radio
(15)
3'
frequencies, the mechanism requires rather high enerqy electrons for
emission of X-rays. For example in a 10 microgauss field, for
h m = 1 Kev, electron energies of , - 1013 ev are required. The half
life is seen by Equation 17 to qo inversely as Y, thus problems of
electron lifetimes may arise in connection with X
- ray fluxes at higher
energies. If one assumes a power law spectrum of electrons
(e.g. cosmic rays), dN/dE a K E-a and assumes that all synchrotron
radiation for an electron of energy E occurs at v - vm, then the X-ray
number spectrum is also a power law:
dN/dE - K1 E°(a+l)/2^
Thus a power law is expected for X-rays if the generating electron
spectrum is a power law.
B. Inverse Compton radiation. An electron will also radiate due
to interaction with an electromagnetic field, such as that due to a
starlight photon. If the electron is relativistic, and the photon
of energy by « me
 CZ • the interaction is often called an "inverse"
Compton process. Although in this case, the electron transfers
energy to the photon, instead of vice versa, the interaction can be
treated simply as a Compton scattering process, merely by a transformation
to the rest system of the electron. The photon energy in this system is
then given by the expression:
(hv)i - Y ( hv; i ( 1 4) for a headon collision, where Y,B refer t-,
 the
velocity of the electron in the "lab" system. After the collision, the
photon energy is given by the usual expression ( Equation 1):
(hv)f " (hv)iwhere
	
(hv)i'
a 	 and
+ all-cos ®')
	 me
r
w
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cos 0 is the scattering anqle, as discussed earlier in this work. If
we suppose Y > 10 3 9 then a « 1 and (hv)f A (hv) i with merely a reverse
in the momentum direction for a headon collision. Then the final energy
of the photon in the lab system is given by
(hv )f = Y( hv )f (1+8) a Y2 (hv) i (1+8)2
for a headon collision, where the sign in the parenthesis is again
positive because of the change in the direction of the photon momentum
in the rest system of the electron. We thus see that the final energy
is approximately Y2 times the initial energy, which ;c; analogous to the
energy dependence discussed earlier for synchrotron radiation (Eqijation 13)
viz:
vm = 3/2 (E/mc2): v
cf	 2 Vci
As is the case fo synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scatterin g hives
a distribution of photon energies, since all collision angles are of course
possible. Other expressions for the inverse Compton and synchrotron
processes are rather similar also. Felton and Morrison show that the
radiated power is given by the expression
Pc(Y,o) = 2.66 x 10" 14 Y 2 P eV/sec where P is the energy density in
eV/cm3
 due to photons. Like the corresponding expression for synchrotron
radiation, the power radiated goes as Y2 . The ratio of the power radiated
due to each process goes directly as the ratio of the energy densities:
Ps(Y.B)B2 8rc
c (Y 00)	
3/2	
A
For generation of photons of several Kev from starlight photons
	 ev), Y's
of 50 for the electrons are sufficient. For the 3 degree universal radiation,
(18)
of
3_a
Y's of -13 3 are necessarv.
C. Thermal Bremsstrahlung. A mechanism which does rot require such
high energy
 electrons for emission of a given enertiy X-rav is the
thermal radiation or "bremsstrahlunq" occurrin g
 due to acceleration of
thermal energy electrons in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. if a nlasro
is ontically thin at X-rav energies, that is, the ab,orntion length
Xo
 = 1/u for the energy considered is comparable to (or greater than)
the thickness of the oiasma, then the continuum radiation from this
orocess is given by 31
PB (v) = 5.44 x 10-39 9 (v,T) exn ( - n ) T- 1 12
(13)
i n  n  Z2
 erqs/cm3
 ster sec c/sec,
z
where ne , nz
 are the number densities of electrons and of ions with
charge Ze, and g is the effective Gaunt factor, q a pproaches unity
for by
 » KT, and approaches ,	 -icn [ 4 ;71 at low frequencies. Note
that the shane of P(v) is nearl y
 flat out to an enerqv b y -- KT and
then drons off exnonentiall y for by
 > KT, As KT is tynicai of the
electron energy
 in the p lasma, we see that this can be a fairl y
 efficient
generation mechanism--electrons of energy E can oroduc;e ohotons of energv
by
 < E. The total isot ropic emission by this mechanism is given by
P - 1.44 x 10-27 T1/? a - ne nz
 Z2
 ergsIcm3 sec.	 (20)
We can estimate the half-life of the plasma for cooli-in by
 bremsstral,lunn
in the following manner, Sunnose n e = nz
 =n, the total particle density.
then	 at = (1.44 x 10-27 ) 9 n2 rT, where u =thermal energv density
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of the plasma. But u - 3/2 n KT by classical kinetic theory, hence
du
n
11
U ^/) `4312 ^T	 ^' n g dt R dt/ T 1 /2 whence Tl /2 - 1 n	 ►fi i
seconds. Thus the higher the number density, the faster is the cooling
time by bremsstrahlung.
D.' Black body radiation. When the number density in a plasma
becomes so high that the plasma is no longir. optically thin for photons
of a given energy, the radiation approaches "black body" for that energy.
The bremsstrahlung formulae no longer apply and the emission now goes
as the surface area of the body and is given by the Planck function:
	
P(v) - 2nv2/c 2- (exp ( - v ) -1)photons/cm2sec C/sec	 (21)
The total power radiated is the integral of the above expression:
lr
 - a T4 , where a - 5.67 x 10-5 ergs/cm2 sec den-4.
VIII.. COMPARISON OF DATA WI T" THEORETICAL MODELS
A. Cy-gnus X-1. The spectrum obtained for Cygnus X-1 has been
shown jn Figures 15, 16 and 17. We now consider the shape of the
spectrum in the light of the generation mechanisms which have bean
di .cuss*d.
As has already been considered, the spectrum does not appear to
be well fit by a sinqle power law. Below 100 Kev, a power law with
spectral index x-1.7 seems to fit adequately, v whi'e above 100 Kev,
the spectral index steepens by about a power. This steopenino of
the spectrum above 100 Kev has also been observed by Haymes et al
so is believed to be real.
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At least one other source shows a spectrum somewhat similar to that
of Cygnus X-1. The Crab Nebula (Tau X-1) is also r powerful X-ray emitter
at energies up to 100 Ke y and its overa+l energy spectrum also shows a
break, although the break is from an exponent 1 to 2 and occurs at a much
lower f requency32 of v	 3 x 1013 C/sec in contrast to the steepening
of the Cyqnus X-1 spectrum at v	 2 x 10 19 C/sec. Since the lifetime
of an energetic electron is known to go inverse l y as its energy
(e.g. Equation 17) under synchrotron loss, the steepening of these
spectra is suggestive of the gradual loss of electrons energetic
enough to produce radiation above the "break" energy. Kardashev33
discuses the changes in an electron spectrum due to synchrotron radiation,
anc for	 particularly simple case in which an electron spectrum of
th e fo r,
Ne(E) - K E-Y
is initially injected (and no further injection occurs thereafter) and
the electron velocities are isotropic (i.e. all angles with respect to B).
then the electron spectrum evolves with rime and steepens at an energy
Ebreak	 ""12 "'
	 (2k)
b B t
where b = .98 x 10- 3/(mc2 ) 2 9 B is in gauss, t is in seconds and
Ebreak is in ev. The corresponding break in the synchrotron emission
spectrum from these electrons occurs at
V  
= 3.4 x 108/B3 t2,
	 (23)
where t is in years and vb
 is in C/sec. The synchrotron spectrum at
time E after the initial injection of the electrons is determined to be
(^' 	 (24)
IMB	 v )
a
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for v << vb
 where I(v) is the energy snectrun, and
I(v) a B"2	 v	 { .s	 ) t	 (Y	 ) for v >> vb .	 ;25)
For the Crab, the photon enerov s pectrum for E < Ebreak has an index of
t-.25 corresnondin q to a Y — 1.5. The value of the nhoton snectrai index
nredici.ed for E > Ebreak via Equation 2E is then ( 2—^) • 1.3. which is
close to the 1.2 actually found for the Crab. A break frequency of
3 x 10 13 CJsec oredicts B^ • 2 x 10' 4 gauss, considering the known age
of -900 years for the Crab.
For Cvanus X-1. a photon eneray spectral index of 0.7 for v << v,,,
(i.e. by < 100 Ke y ) gives a Y of 2.4 via Equation 24. Equation 2:, then
oredicts a photon s pectral index of (Y+5)/3 - 2.5 for v » vb
(i.e. by > 100 Ke y), which is consistent with the 3,1 + 
1.5 
energy Spertral
index measured by this experiment for E > 100 Ke y. If this rechanism anpl?es,
an estimation of the a ge of the source Cy gnus X-1 can be made b y assumin g a
magnetic field value of, sa y that calculated for the Crab. If we assume
B	 10-4
 gauss, Equation 23 predic4s an r qe of t -t3 years. almost certainly
too short. If we try B	 10' 5 gauss, oerhaos more reasonable, we find
t — 10 years, aqain rather short but nerhans not entirel y unreasonable, since
the first observations of Cyo X-1 were made less than seven years aqo.
However, an optical unner limit (to be discussed later) has been measurea
for C ygnus X" 1 which is clearly not compatible with the soectral index of 1,7
rr*asured for energies of less than 100 Ke y . Another "break" At lower Prirl-rips
is thus required. There may therefore be difficulties in the synchrotron
hypothesis for Cygnus X" 1. Nonetheless the model is attractive for its simniicity
snd a later observation of a shift of the break to a lower energy would annear to
lend sunaort to the hypothesis of a younq source and a synchrotron mechanism.
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Another alternative to be considered for the internretation of the
spectrum of Cyqnus X-1 is that thermal bremsstrahlunn ma y bE the emission
mechanism. This is somewhat more attractive from an enerav ooint of
view, at least, since X-rays of tens of Ke y may be p roduced by thermal
electrons with comparable energies as has been Previousl y considered.
The source Sco X-1, for examnle, is believed to be nroducinn X-rave.
by a bremsstrahluna mechanism in the X-ra y region since its energy
s pectrum appears to be an exnonential and in fact an "acce p table" optical
counternart has been found by extra polating the X-ra y s pectrum back to
visible wavelengths. 34 It is therefore worthwhile to investinate this
possibility for Cyqnus X-1. As has been shown in Fi gure 1?, the data
of this ex periment appears to fit an exponential rather well. Fiqure 17
also shows most of the rocket data known at this time. There annears to
be considerable "scatter" of the rocket data, nerhans due to time
variations of the source as discussed ear l ier in this work. However,
the low energy data is not inconsistent with an extra polation o r the
exponential fit to the data of this exneriment. Little is known of
this source at still lower X-ray enerai ps: *uwever, an imnortant unner limit
of my x
-15 has been found for the visible flux from the optical
counterpart of C
y
gnus X-1 46 . Fi qure 25 shows some or the nresentiv
available data for C ygnus X-1 over an extended ran ge. Also shown is an
exponential "fit" of T ^-109
 °K which is compatible both with the optical
upper 1 ; mit and with the data of the present work.
A bremsstrahlunn hvnothesis is attractive considerinn the evidence
for variability of Cvnnus X-1 as well. Overbeck and Tananbatr-1 13 and
L,.,rin et al as
 have reoorted observinn time variations in Sco X-l,whose snectrum
in the X-rav re gion is annarenti y exponential; the rnticai counternart3aannaars
r
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to show definite variability, and the correspondin- radio object also
nay be variable . 37
 Cygnus X-1 and Sco X-1 might therefore be similar
objects. If so, Cygnus X -1 appears to be much notter than Sco X- 1
0109 O K as coo- pared to 5 x 10 7 ° K), and also apparently much hotter
than Cygnus X-2 ( %-5 x 10 7
 °K) although a sin qle temperature for X-2
does not seem to fit both the optical and X-ray data. Cy gnus X-1
may therefore be the hottest object yet discovered in the universe.
All evidence consieered, it is believed somewhat more likely that
the spectrum of Cygnus X-1 is more naturally fit by an exponential
energy spectrum than by a power law number spec rum. One cannot at
this date rule out the synchrotron mechanism, since it may well be
that the source is a very younq one, and that the break is indicative
of a 4 pletion of high energy electrons.
B. Cygnus X-2/X-4 and X-3. The energy spectrum for Cy gnus X-2/X-4
measured in this experiment has been given in Figure 19. Fi gure 20 shows
the flux over an extended range of energies, including the optical
counterpart of X-2 measured by 4ristian. 18
 Also shown in Fioure 20
are two possible exponential fits to the data; neither appears to fit bo",
the X-ray flux and the flux from the optical object. There may therefore
be difficulties in understanding the flux of K-2/X-4 as due to a s- .ale
single temperature bremsstrahlth% ^ , rochanism over a large enerqy range.
X-ray measurements are very scanty and subject to large errors for
energies above 10 Kev, since the flex is rather low. In addition, there
is a lack of sufficient data below 10 Kev. Clearly much more experimental
work needs to be done on the X-2/X-4 question.
In contrast to Cygnus X-2, the optical counterpart for the source
Cygnus X-3 has not been found, as far as as known at this date and
r
-3
the balloon borne measurements are quite uncertain as has been shown in
Figure 22. Gorenstein et a1 35 has examined bremsstrahl6mr, ;T-7.4 x 10 7 `^)
and black body fits (T-2 x i07 °Kf and c^!;cluded that either is an
accep table fit at low X-ra y energies. However. the same paver b y Gorens°yin
et al oresents a s pect rum for Cvgnus X-j which is quite similar to that, of
X-3. and the sha pe of this snectn:m for- X-1 does not anrear comoatible wit,:
fluxes measured above 20 Kiev ;e,*;. Finure 16) for X-l. It m list therefore
be concluded that the s pectrp fo. Cygnus X-3 is rath,r i ndefinite at this
time and there ssem 1itt;e us;.ificat ;on te. Lunsiaar are.w*nts favorina-
a Rower 1s-t, exronenti al-or of{ter fit to the scant y data:
G, Agreement cf -the diffuse X- rav backavourd with theoreticil models,_
T e measurements of this work cr,car*inn ±f .diffuse X-rev background
have been oresented earlier (Fi(;;;re 24}, Fi gure 26 shows fluxes 1?r a
more extensiveranne of ener A es,_as re ported by Gorenstein et x1 19 and
by other workers.?0,21 *23.:r
 Gorenstein et al rer.)rt a sr:c•ctral ±:rdex
of -1.7 + ,2 from 1 to 10 Kev. The ccn glorerate s F data from Bleeker et al
Hudscn et al., Bowyer et a' anct that of this :::irk sevis- to be adequately
fit by a s pectral index of •2,5 + .3 in the 2C- 100 Ke y ran ge. There thus
avoears to be a suggestion of a steenenin q of the s pectrum sarbwhere
in the neighborhood of 50 Kev, and if real, may hel p co sort out the possible
theoretical models which have been su ggested fo:• the generation of the
diffuse X-ray flux. The diffuse X-ra y flux anrears to be roughly
isotrop ic in nature; Gorenstein f9 reports no anisotropy greater than 8%
in 30 x 30 degree samnlinq areas, over galactic cocrdinates ran g in g from
-90° to +90° in'longitude, and -70° to +90 0
 in latitude, This strongly
suggests the possibility of an extragalactic origin for the flux.
r
r
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Several models hive been considered as nro duction mechanisms for
the diffuse X-rav 5ackaround. Gould and Burbidne 38 suggested a
sunerposition of unresolved nalaxies, each with discrete sources
such as those in our own galaxy, but the [x,tion remains as to whether
our galaxy is n:.rmal or unusual regardinn its X-ra y emission. Only one
external galaxv (M-87) has definitely been observed to be an X-ra y emitter
at p resent detection levels. Silk has sug gested that a sufficient
increase in the X-ray luminosit y of normal galaxies (due to discrete
sources) arisin q from evolutionary effects could account for the observed
flux, and that perhaps an abundant presence of sources whose X-ray
s pectra steepen (as with Cygnus X-1) may account for the annarent
steepenin q in the observed s pectrum. The inverse Compton mechanism
has been considered by Felton and Morrison 30 as a generation mechanism for
the diffuse back g round, using cosmic ray electrons collidin q with both
starlight photons and with the 3 degree %
	
^rsal" radiation. Fo,- the
galactic halo onl y , the share of the calculated s pectrum (nhoton snectral
index of -1.7 below 100 Kev, and -2.2 above 100 Kev) is in essential
agreement with the observed shame; however, the flux is too low b y
 a
factor of at least 20, assumin g the nrincioal nhoton density is that due
to the 3 de g ree radiation. The contribution from the halos from all
external galaxies are calculated to be even smaller than the contribution
of our own halo, unless the ty p ical external galaxy is much brighter in
the X-ray region than our own. Breche r and Morrison 40 renort that if
evolutionary effects are included, a large ►portion of the observed diffuse
X-ray flux may be exp lained by the "inverse" Comp ton scatterin g of the 3°K
radiation off electrons in the intergalactic region, but onl y if the
sources for injection of electrons into the region were much stronger
in the past than at present.
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The essence of tk;= trgumerts above a ppears to be that agreement of
theory ::'th the overa s 1 spectral shape of the diffuse X-ray flux is not
terribly difficult; however, models which predict a steepeninq near
10-100 Key are rare and may have difficulties. Further, theoretical models
which agree with the observed flux seem only to be obtainable by inrorporating
evolutionary effects, and the necessary assumptions for these evolutionary
effects seem somewhat uncertain. The balloon borne measurements of the
diffuse flux seem almost equally uncertain, as discussed earlier, and
much work, both theoretical and experimental, needs to be done in order
to understand this component of the extra-terrestrial X-ray flux.
ae
APPENDIX A. DISCUSSIONS Of ERRORS
There are several possible sources of error in the computations for
the flux values made in this analysis. They are itemized below, with
estimates of the uncertainty introduced due to each effect.
A. Error in instrument azimuth. This can be due to alignment
&:',:or magnetic deviation errors. The total angular error due to
these effects is estimated at 1-1 degree or less. The absolute change
in Eff(t) can be 15-20% per degree; however, the constant rotation of
the instrument almost cancels this out due to the symmetry of Eff(t)
about its maximum. The change in the source flux Rs is therefore estimated
to be —3% or less dae to azimuthal errors.
B. Error in zenith angle. The error in instrumental zenith angle
is estimated at one degree or less $ due to the rigid gondola frame and
the carefully made alignment measurements. The error which this
introduces in Eff(t) depends on whether the zenith angle of the source
is greater or less than the telescopy zenith angle of 5 0 . If we assume
that the zenith angle of the telescope 1s actually, say 5-1/2 0 1 then for
times when the zenith angle of the source is greater than 5-1/2 0 t the effect
is to increase the peaks of Eff(t) and decrease the valleys so that the
apparent source flux appears greater. Conversely; for times when the zeni.ii
angle of the source is loss than 5-1/2 0 9 the peaks of Eff(t) are decreased and
valleys increased $ thus decreasing the apparent source flux. There 1s therefore
pa Ntlal cancellation since the minimum zenith angle for Cygnus X-1 is- , 30 for
the latitude at which transit occurred during the flight. A similar situation of
course would prevail for a telescope zenith angle of less than 5 degrees. The
absolute change in Eff(t) is ,--10% for a one degree shifts partial cancellation
allows us to estimate AkJource as -1 .
5%, arising from this effect.
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C. The uncertainty in the absorption factors is dependent upon
the spectral shape assumed for the calculation of atmospheric absorption
for each channel, and upon the exact altitude of the instrument package.
The effect of the former gi aes a A-lOt uncertainty for channel 2, 6t
for channel 3 and a negligible amount for ni gher channels. The
uncertainty in altitude is + 	 gm/cm2 which gives errors of , 14%
for channel 2, 6% for channel 3 and <4% for higher channels.
U. There are other possible sources of errors <5%, but the most
significant uncertainty in this experiment stems from an imperfect
knowledge of the Uackground flux. Although the background was observed
for-2 hours before and after pas;wge of all four source;, there is
evidence that the background changed slowly during observation of the
sources. Figure 12 has shown the l r minute averaged countin g rate in
selected channels before and after transit of Cygnus X•1, for times when
Cff(t) of Cygnus X-1 is <?% and that of Cygnus X-2 <50x. It can be seen
that there is a limited but critical period of 75 minutes When no
background data is available, and one must attempt to interpolate within
this hour. It is herein that the uncertainty arises. The magnitude of
the uncertainty in the background is of the order of 5 to 10 C/minute
in each channel and the resulting uncertainties in the source fluxes
are of the order of 5 to 30% depending on the value of the source
flux measured for a particular c;anrel.
The best estimates of the effects of the above errors are
represented by the error bars in Figure 15. Since the background
variations are apparently not Polssonian (statistical variations are
15 C/minute), it is difficult to assess a probability for these error
bars, but they are believed to represent the equivalent of a standard
f
deviation.
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APPENDIX B• DERIVATION OF THE RESPONSE FUNCTION EFF(t),
In order to compute the angle between a telescope rotating at
approxinatel constant azimuth, and the direction to a parti.ular
celestial object, it is convenient to first calculate the azimuth
and altitude for the direction in which the telescope is pointing,
and the same quantities for the stellar object, then to determine
the angle between the two directions given these quantities, For the
telescope in this experiment, the altitude is constant at 5 degrees
from the vertical, and we only need to calculate the azimuth, A T -
The azimuthal angle with respect to local magnetic north canes directly
from the magnetometer datas if the probe is in the plane of the 5 degree
tilt, then a maximum in the magnetometer output corresponds to magnetic north,
a minimum to magnetic south. Assumption of A sinusoidal variation gives
angles in between these extremes, and monitoring of the output of a
magnetometer probe at right angles to the first resolves any ambiguity
in East and West, (The variation is closely sinusoidal if drifts in
telemetry voltage are small compared to the amplitude of the variations,
over a period of a cycle), The azimuth with respect to celestial north
requires knowledge of the deviation from north of the horizontal
component of the local magnetic field * which is a fairly slowly varying
function (chan ges by only ,, 6 degrees fro+ Texas to Georgia) and can be
determined to a sufficient accuracy from aircraft navigational imps
of the area.
The azimuth of a doles"ial object can be determined by reference
to a spherical triangle (below),
c	 @ 1. a
r'
^A C
l
r
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and by use of the law of sins for s pherical triangles:
sin a
	
sin b
	
sin c
ss"in A ` ssTnT' s'=n
McLaughlin 41 shows that the following quantities form a spherical
triangle:
900. W	 H.A.	 90'-h
A or
3600-A
90°- 3
Mere
W a astronomical latitude
h n altitude of the astronomical object
6 a declination of the object
H.A. n local hour annie of the object
A a local azimuth of the obiect
Use of the law of sines gives
	
sin 90 0-6	 sin 00-h)
sin(A)	 sin	 .
whence
sW90-61 sin H.A.
sin(A) or sin (360°-A) a	 s.n
If the star is east V the great circle mssinn overhead of the
observer, one uses sin A, whereas for angles wrest, one uses
sin (360 0-A). The hour an gle H.A. is given by the relation
(H.A.)
degrees 0 
(Tsid - RA) -15
where
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Tsid ' sidereal time at the -asition of observation, and
RA	 • right ascension of the object.
To a very good approximation, Tsid is given by the expression
Tsid ' ^ 1 '	 ETGM * 3
	
♦ 
[
^0 TEph transit]
where RA  is the apparent right ascension of the sun at transit of
the prime meridian on the day considered, and TEph transit is the
Ephemeris time at the transit. Ephemeris time differs onlv by
37 seconds from universal time in 1967; conversion for other years
is conveniently available 42g as are RAC and TEph transit Finally
TGM ;s the universal time in hours, and L is the lahnitude in decrees.
The input of magnetoter voltage, balloon latitude and
longitude, magnetic correct'on and Universal time then hives the
aziruth and altitude, both for the telescope direction and for a riven
source at that time. We now can determine the anole between the
telescope direction and that of the astronomical object by treating
these directions as vectors, and ta::ina a scalar product between the
vectors. Finure 27 shows the coordinate system and a representative vector. We
havc:R. • Rlx 1 * Riy J ♦ Rlz k, where
Rlx . I R 1 1 cos hl cos Al
Rly n IR 1 1 cos hl sin Al
R1t 0 IR 1 1 sin hl
where R l points parallel to the telescope axis. We can write similar
conditions for R2 , the vector toward the astronomical object, and
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then take the scalar product. The result is:
R 1	 42 - I'll 1 421 CoSS • i411 JR2 (COS h l cos h2 cos A l cos A2
+ Cos h l cos h2 !in A l sin A2 + sin h l sin h2)
where a is the angle desired. R 10 R2 are arbitrary and ma y be considered
as unit vectors. All of the ex pressions above are believed to be exact,
with the exception of that of Tsid• which is a linear a pproximation to
the actual variation of sidereal time with Universal Time.
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APPLMUIX C - DERIVATION OF THE CORRECTION FnR DEAD TIPIE IN THE FLIGHT
ELECTRONICS.
The dezd time correction for a "sim ple" situation such as a Geige"-
Muller tube asks the question, "What is the probabil#ty that after the
occurrence of a given pulse, a second pulse will occur within a time
T of the firsti" T here is the characteristic "busy" or dead time
occurring after each pulse. If the avera ge re g istered countin g rate
is Rm, then the total busy time each second is given by AT • Rm .
The measurea rate is related to the "true" rate by the expression
R
Rtrue ' Rtrue ' AT Rm• ar RT 	 1 -tR-
In contrast, the dead time correction for the fli ght electronics
for this e.iperiment must ask the question, "What is the probability
that after one event has been registered, two more events occur within
a time T after the first?" That is, the logic is capable of storin g a
second event while reading out the first event, and sionificant. live
time is lost only when a third event comes along too soon. Thus for
every situation in which two pulses are analyzed which fall within a
time T of each other, the electronics is "busy" for a time T after the
first pulse. The number of such events per second is N r Rm(RmT).
The average position of the second such measured pulse is T/2 after
the first, thus the average dead time per second is given by
T '(Rm T) 212
and we find
R T n R. m.r,^....
1 . (Rm T)212
5 5
Actuallv there is a small but finite inherent dead time A a f t^r each
renistered event, durinn which time no second nuise is accented. : is
the time duration of a sinale binar y bit, whereas T is the time duratiof.
o f an entire word of lennth 7 nits, thus A '< t . If we consider th^
inherent dead time A, then analvsis similar to the above dives
Rm
kT	
2 2
1 - Rm T	 [ tf	 d2 T
- 46T- 
For the given exneriment, T = 5.7 milliseconds, and G 2 .8 milliseconds.
thus R  * 1.2 Rm for Rm - 100/second, a rate tynicai of that at altitude--
a correction of 20%. In coFitrast, the "G-M" tube tune of correction would
nredict a correction of more than a factor of 2 for a 5.7 ms dead time an',!
a rate of 100 C/second so tt,ere is a ver y sionificant difference between t`te
"true" rates oredicted b y the two formulae, even though the maximum rates
that can be measured art;- con arable:
for the "G-M" exnressionRri ma x
►7
Rm may:	 7 for the looic of the flight electronics.
T1''LE 1
Positinns 'nd Intensities of the Cvnnus Sourcesl9
, %SE Duc,
Uesimaation R.	 .4.	 (1950) (11150) Intensit-/4
Cv ,t	 X-1 19h 56m 345 350	 G' .4G
Cvn X-2 ?lh 42m 419 5 3BO	 11'
Cyn	 X-:3 20h	 3'1m 52 5 401-1	 561 ,1.>
C-/n	 h-4 21h 9m 11 5 319°	 33' ,05
* Counts/cn` -sec. 2 < E f 5 Kev.
TABLE 2
Representative Parameters for Traiectnr y Tones
on Pi
lone Flo. Latitude Mannetic Correction Exit Timm
1 31.750 9,0°E 1941;11	 UT
2 31.750 7.3 0E '1520 U,
3 31.750 7.5 0E 1547 UT
4 32.000 7,250E 0638 UT
5 32.000 7.00 0E 0722 UT
6 32.00 6.820E 0755 UT
7 32.13 6.650E 0842 UT
r
TABLE 3
Atmospheric Absorption Factors at 4,5 mb
for Several Spectral Indices
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Power Law
Energy Interval -Y n 1.65 -Y01.8
11.7-23.4 Kev 31.0 33.0
23.4-35.1 Kev 5.13 5.38
35.1-46.8 Kev 2.91 2.91
46.8-58.5 Kev 2.36 2.36
58.5-70.2 Kev 2.20 2.20
Exponential
KT-60 Kev	 KT-30 Kev
	
27.8	 27.0
	
5.08	 5.05
	
2.39	 2.89
	
2.38	 2.38
	
2.20	 2.20
Agreement is better than 1% for energies above 70 Kev.
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TABLE 4
Total Absorption Factors*
Channel Energy IntervaloKev r Total Absorption Factor
2 11.7-23.4 19 49.6
3 23.4-35,1 28 9.2
4 35,1-46.8 40 4.80
5 46.8-58.5 52 3.37
6 53.5-70.2 64 2.78
7 70.2-81.9 76 2.58
8.9 81.9-105.3 93 2,38
10-11 105.3-128.7 117 2.25
12-13 128.7-1520 140 2.10
14-15 152.1-175.5 164 2.10
16-19 175,5-222.3 198 1.94
20-23 222.3-269.1 245 2.4
* For atmospheric depth of 4.5 mb, including 1" of Ethafoam insulation
plus .020" of aluminum for power law spectrum, index -y-1.7, including
corrections due to resolution, iodine escape and increasing crystal
transmission at high energies.
{
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BORNE X-R.AY SURVEY OF THE CYGNUS REGION
ERRATA
Page 3S, line 12 should be:
ti
v,, = 2 ( E2 ) 2 vc
 = Y 2 vc .
roc
Page 41, line 5 should be:
3 x 10 13 c/sec ...
and lire 6 should be:
...v
	
2 x 10 19 c/sec...
Page 42, line 17 should be:
...If we try B ti 10-5
 gauss,...
Page 52, line 9 should be:
...is conveniently available,44...
Page 53, line 4 should be:
...is the angle desired. IR 1 1, (R2 1 are...
Page 54, line 9 should be:
RT-RT Rm ^T=RM , orRT= R^l T Rrn '
Page 62, line 6 should be:
Ovoracek,...
